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The interface between the two complex oxides LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 has remarkable properties that can be
locally reconfigured between conducting and insulating states using a conductive atomic force microscope.
Prior investigations of “sketched” quantum dot devices revealed a phase in which electrons form pairs,
implying a strongly attractive electron-electron interaction. Here, we show that these devices with strong
electron-electron interactions can exhibit a gate-tunable transition from a pair-tunneling regime to a single-
electron (Andreev bound state) tunneling regime where the interactions become repulsive. The electron-
electron interaction sign change is associated with a Lifshitz transition where the dxz and dyz bands start to
become occupied. This electronically tunable electron-electron interaction, combined with the nanoscale
reconfigurability of this system, provides an interesting starting point towards solid-state quantum
simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-electron interactions lead to many remarkable
properties in the solid state, ranging from superconductivity
and quantummagnetism to fractionalized excitations [1–3],
Wigner crystals [4], and a variety of predicted topological
phases [5]. While the natural Coulomb interaction is
repulsive, many of these properties rely on effective
attractive interactions, which can be mediated by phonons
[6] or other degrees of freedom. Although the fine details of
electron-electron interactions usually depend on carrier
density, qualitative details like the interaction sign are
usually density independent.
The complex oxide interface in LaAlO3=SrTiO3

(LAO=STO) provides a particularly appealing context in
which to investigate electron-electron interactions. The
interface possesses a rich collection of seemingly incom-
patible properties, including superconductivity with a phase

diagram like high-temperature superconductors [7–9] and
magnetism [10–12] that are indicative of attractive and
repulsive interactions, respectively. At the same time, when
the thickness of LAO is reduced to 3 unit cells, the interface
becomes intrinsically insulating [13], but it can be locally
switched between ON (conducting) and OFF (insulating)
states by “writing” and “erasing” with a voltage-biased
atomic force microscope (c-AFM) tip [14]. Using these
“write” and “erase” c-AFM procedures, a number of
reconfigurable nanostructures can be created with extreme
nanoscale precision (∼2 nm) [15–19].
While the dome-shaped phase diagram extracted from

gate-dependent transport experiments on LAO=STO marks
the boundary of superconductivity, it does not reveal details
of the underlying nature of the electron-electron inter-
actions. The nonmonotonic dependence of the transition
temperature bears a striking resemblance to that of high-
temperature superconductors. However, while there is
experimental and theoretical work suggesting that pairing
in cuprates is mediated by repulsive interactions [20,21],
there is no analogous work to describe the superconducting
dome in LAO=STO.
In this work, we locally probe local electron-electron

interactions at the LAO=STO interface using a supercon-
ducting single electron transistor (SSET), a sensitive and
local probe of single-electron and pair tunneling. We find
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that the sign of the electron-electron interaction changes
within the superconducting dome. These observations pro-
vide crucial constraints that may lead to a fundamental
understanding of electron pairing and superconductivity in
STO-based systems, as well as providing a novel tool for
controlling electron transport in these materials.
The complex electron-electron interactions at the

LAO=STO interface are derived from the properties of
the STO substrate. Doping bulk STO to a low carrier
density (1017 cm−3) results in a superconductor with a
small Fermi surface (Fermi temperature TF ∼ 13 K) and
low superconducting critical temperature (Tc < 0.3 K)
[22]. In a 1969 paper, Eagles argued that the supercon-
ductivity in low-density STO involves Bose-Einstein con-
densation (BEC) of strongly paired electrons, in contrast to
conventional Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) supercon-
ductivity in which electron pairing is weak and electron pair
size is much larger than the interelectron spacing [23].
A direct consequence of the strong pairing theory is that
above Tc the electrons are no longer condensed but remain
in bound pairs. The general phenomenology of transition-
ing from strong to weak pairing interactions, known as the
“BEC-BCS crossover,” has been thoroughly investigated
both theoretically and experimentally in ultracold atoms
[23–26]. Recently, the hallmark of BEC-regime physics—
electron pairing without superconductivity—was observed
at the LAO=STO interface [27]. Specifically, it was found
that electron pairs persist up to pairing temperatures of
Tp ∼ 1–10 K and magnetic fields of Bp ∼ 1–10 T, far
higher than the superconducting critical temperature Tc ∼
0.3 K and upper critical magnetic field μ0Hc2 ∼ 0.3 T. The
ratio of pairing temperature to Fermi temperature Tp=TF ∼
0.1–0.8 is much larger than that of conventional BCS
superconductors, indicating that the pairing interactions in
low-density STO are indeed quite strong and attractive, and
hence are in the BEC-BCS crossover.
We investigate electron-electron interactions at the

LAO=STO interface by measuring transport through a
quantum dot (QD) fabricated by c-AFM lithography.
Experiments utilize a SSET geometry, where the QD is
proximity coupled to two superconducting nanowire leads
and a side gate. This setup is geometrically similar to the
one reported in Ref. [27], but here we investigate higher
electron densities on the QD and different gap structures in
the leads. We observe a dramatic change in the transport
properties as we tune the electron density on the QD using
electrostatic gating (by a sketched side gate). At low gate
voltages (low electron densities on the QD), the transport
occurs via strongly bound electron pairs, as previously
reported in Ref. [27]. On the other hand, at high gate
voltages (high electron densities on the QD) the transport
changes to a conventional single-particle regime. The
single-particle transport appears to be carried by conven-
tional Andreev bound states (ABS) that are localized on the
QD [28–30].

The abrupt and marked change in transport properties
through the QD is attributed to a sign change of an electron-
electron interaction that depends on electron density. At
low electron densities, the electron-electron interactions are
strongly attractive. Low-energy excitations of the QD
consist of adding or removing strongly bound electron
pairs; hence, transport proceeds via resonant pair tunneling
[Fig. 1(a), top left-hand panel]. At higher electron densities,
the interactions become repulsive. In this regime, the low-
energy excitations of the QD consist of adding or removing
a single electron from the dot [Fig. 1(a), bottom right-hand
panel]. Coupling the QD to superconducting leads results
in the formation of conventional ABS, which are respon-
sible for electron transport in this regime.

II. OBSERVATION OF PAIR AND SINGLE-
PARTICLE TRANSPORT REGIMES

The SSET devices are fabricated by c-AFM lithography
[27], as shown in Fig. 1(b). Using a voltage-biased c-AFM
tip (V tip ¼ 12 V), we first “write” a nanowire network
consisting of main channel leads (1 and 5) and three voltage
sense leads (2, 3, and 4). The c-AFM tip is then directed to
cut across the main channel with a small negative voltage
applied (V tip ¼ −0.3 V) to engineer two tunnel barriers
separated by 1 μm and located between leads 3 and 4. The
tunnel barriers define the QD, and their strength determines
the initial coupling strength to the leads. The nanowire
section between leads 2 and 3 has no barriers and serves as
a control wire. Finally, a side gate nanowire is written 1 μm
away from the main channel to tune the chemical potential
μ, interaction strength U, and tunneling coefficient t. All of
the nanowires have width w ∼ 10 nm at room temperature
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FIG. 1. Superconducting single electron transistor (SSET).
(a) The excitation spectra of a QD depends on the sign of the
interaction strength U. When U < 0 (top two panels), the two-
electron ground state (top left-hand panel) is lower than the one-
electron ground state. When U > 0 (bottom two panels), the
one-electron ground state is lowest (bottom right-hand panel).
(b) Electron-electron interactions are probed by a SSET fabri-
cated by c-AFM lithography. The nanowire QD is defined by two
barriers between leads 3 and 4 separated by 1 μm. A side gate
tunes the chemical potential of the QD.
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[14]. The entire setup can be regarded as a superconducting
nanowire-QD-nanowire system.
Transport is measured in a four-terminal setup: we

extract the differential conductance dI=dV of the QD
by passing a current through the main channel and
simultaneously measuring the voltage drop between leads
3 and 4. Figure 2(a) shows the differential conductance
dI=dV of a typical SSET device as a function of the source-
drain bias V34 and side gate voltages Vsg [see Fig. 1(b)] at
low temperatures T ¼ 50 mK and zero magnetic field
(B ¼ 0 T). Four distinct transport regimes can be identified
in terms of Vsg ranges: (i) well-defined conductance
diamonds associated with resonant pair tunneling (Vsg <
−40 mV), (ii) subgap transport via pair-bound states
(−40 < Vsg < −30 mV), (iii) subgap transport via

Andreev bound states (−30 < Vsg < −10 mV), and
(iv) Josephson transport (Vsg > −10 mV).

(i) The well-defined conductance diamonds regime
(Vsg < −40 mV) is qualitatively similar to the trans-
port reported in Ref. [27], in which we have
associated the diamonds with resonant tunneling
of strongly bound electron pairs. A series of zero-
bias peaks (ZBP) are present near the “tips” of the
diamonds, as indicated in Fig. 2(a). The ZBPs
bifurcate as we increase the magnetic field
above a critical value (Bp ∼ 1–2 T), indicating the
breaking of strongly bound pairs [Fig. 2(c)]. Bp is
typically much larger than the upper critical mag-
netic field, μ0Hc2 ∼ 0.3 T, for destroying super-
conductivity [27].
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FIG. 2. Transport characteristics. At T ¼ 50 mK, dI=dV is measured as a function of V34 and Vsg at (a) B ¼ 0 T and (b) B ¼ 1 T. The
dashed line in (a) is a guide to the eye showing how the diamonds are offset. The fact that the diamonds can be connected by a straight
line indicates that one lead has a gap while the other is not gapped. The red arrow indicates the location of zero-bias peak. (c) Zero-bias
line cuts at B ¼ 0–4 T in low Vsg range (−60 < Vsg < −35 mV). The ZBPs bifurcate above Bc (1–2 T), signifying pair tunneling.
Curves are shifted by 1.16 μS starting from B ¼ 4 T data for clarity. (d) Zero-bias line cuts at B ¼ 0–4 T in high Vsg range
(−30 < Vsg < −10 mV). The ZBPs do not bifurcate, signifying single-electron tunneling. Curves are shifted by 7.75 μS starting from
B ¼ 4 T data for clarity.
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The diamonds have a nearly insulating gap of
roughly 4Δ=e, where Δ ∼ 48 μeV, in contrast to
those observed in Ref. [27] without the insulating
gap. This conductance gap, which is determined by
the superconducting gap Δs in the source lead (as we
discuss later), is only weakly dependent on Vsg since
the source lead is weakly coupled to the side gate.
Moreover, the diamonds are offset horizontally
while still being connected by a straight line [see
Fig. 2(a)], which (as we discuss below) indicates that
the drain lead has gapless excitations while the
source lead remains gapped. Such gapless excita-
tions can arise from nanoscale imperfections (e.g., in
carrier density), although the source and drain leads
should be nominally identical. At sufficiently large
magnetic fields, the pairing gap and the offset
between the diamonds are simultaneously sup-
pressed; see Fig. 2(b). The field (∼1 T) at which
the offset vanishes coincides with Bp for electron
pairing, suggesting the source lead is still gapped
even when the superconductivity is suppressed
above the upper critical field, μ0Hc2 ∼ 0.3 T.

(ii) The subgap transport via pair bound states regime
(−40 < Vsg < −30 mV) is characterized by the
appearance of relatively stronger conductance fea-
tures inside the gap. These “X”-shaped features
extend all the way across the 4Δ=e gap and appear
to be particle-hole symmetric. We ascribe these
features to pair bound states on the QD: electron
pairs that are in a superposition of being a bound pair
on the QD and in the superconducting lead.

(iii) The subgap transport via the ABS regime (−30 <
Vsg < −10 mV) is characterized by a dramatic
change of the transport characteristics. The gap
shrinks from 4Δ=e to 2Δ=e and at the same time
the subgap features become much “brighter” (dI=dV
increases approximately tenfold) and change shapes
from characteristic “X” features to “loop” features.
We ascribe the dramatic change of the transport to the
appearance of Andreev reflections. The absence of
features at V34 ¼ 2Δ=ne (n ¼ 1; 3; 4;…) suggests
that multiple Andreev reflection processes are irrel-
evant. Rather, the well-defined smooth loop features
are a clear manifestation of transport via ABS.
In the diamond regime and the pair-bound state

regime, the lowest excited state of the QD corre-
sponds to adding (or removing, depending on Vsg) a
pair of electrons from the dot. The emergence of ABS
loops indicates the lowest excited QD level is
characterized by adding (or removing) a single
electron to the dot, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). This
assignment of the QD excitation structure can be
further confirmed by examining the field dependence
of the ZBPs. As shown in Fig. 2(d), no signs of ZBP
bifurcation are observed up to B ¼ 4 T in the ABS

regime, except for a decrease in amplitude of the
ZBPs due to suppression of superconductivity. In
contrast, in the diamond regime the ZBPs bifurcate
above Bp ∼ 1–2 T. Since Bp is generally decreasing
with increasing Vsg [27], this observation supports
the conclusion that the origin of the ZBPs is single
particle in nature.

All of the over 50 SSET devices we fabricate show
electron pairing without superconductivity in the
diamond regime. However, in order to observe closed
ABS loops the QD has to be coupled to one gapped
superconducting lead and one gapless “probe” lead.
Although we do not purposefully design the gap
structure in our devices, about 10% of the devices do
have pronounced ABS loops. The existence of nano-
scale imperfections that will sometimes make a
particular lead gapless is probably the primary factor
in creating conditions necessary to observe ABS.

(iv) The Josephson regime (Vsg > −10 mV) appears at
high side gate voltages (and, hence, electron den-
sities). In this regime, the electron tunneling matrix
element between the QD and the superconducting
leads becomes large enough to enable coherent
Josephson transport through the QD. The I-V
characteristics in this regime are consistent with
the RCSJ model [31,32] of transport through a
shunted Josephson junction with a typical critical
current Ic ∼ 2.8 nA (see Appendix D).

III. THEORETICAL MODEL OF TRANSPORT
IN THE SSET

The experimental signatures of attractive and repulsive
electron-electron interactions in transport can be well
described by a minimal model of the SSET device. The
ingredients for the model are (1) a superconducting lead
with gapped excitations—which acts as a source of electron
pairs, (2) a QD with a single-electron level of either
attractive or repulsive interactions, (3) and a normal lead
with gapless excitations—which acts as a sensor of
electronic states on the QD. The reason for including both
a gapless and a superconducting lead in the model is the
fact that sketched LAO=STO nanowires tend to show at the
same time both electron pairing and gapless excitations.
This dual nature has been observed in previous tunneling
experiments [9] and is consistent with our observations of
subgap transport all the way to zero bias.
We now discuss the origin of the conductance features

that appear in transport measurements. Our starting point is
the single-level QD Hamiltonian,

HQD ¼
X

σ¼f↑;↓g
εσnσ þUn↑n↓; ð1Þ

where nσ ¼ dþσ dσ is the electron number operator, dþσ (dσ)
creates (annihilate) an electron with spin σ on the QD, εσ is
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the single-electron energy on the QD (which is tuned by
Vsg and the B field), and U is the electron interaction
parameter that can be both positive (repulsive) and negative
(attractive). As we describe in the Introduction, in the zero
magnetic field (ε↑ ¼ ε↓) the parity of the QD ground and
first excited state depends on the sign of interactions.
Specifically, for the case of attractive interactions (U < 0),
the QD ground state has even parity as does the first excited
state, and the odd parity states lie at higher energies [see
Fig. 1(a)].
How does the unusual level structure in the presence of

attractive interactions on the QD reflect on transport
through the QD? We begin by considering the case in
which both the superconducting and the normal leads are
weakly coupled to the QD. In this case, the electrons move
by a series of resonant pair-tunneling processes: the
electron pair tunnels from the source lead to the QD and
then to the drain lead. In order for the resonant tunneling
processes to take place, the two-electron excitation on the
QDmust be resonant with an occupied two-electron state in
the source lead and an empty two-electron state in the drain
lead. The two-electron spectral function in a superconduc-
tor has a 4Δ gap, as compared to the one-electron spectral
function that has a 2Δ gap. Taking into account this gap we
find the conductance maps (see Fig. 3). We observe that in
order to connect the two diamonds with a straight line, as
we see in the experiment, we must have one lead gapless,
resulting in a 4Δ=e gap, as shown in Fig. 2(a). We note that
the electron pairs in the source and drain leads can still
tunnel through the QD; however, the contributed conduct-
ance is very small due to the low density of states. The

conductance peak at zero bias, shown in Fig. 3(b), is
consistent with the observation in Fig. 2. Further details of
the transport theory in the conductance diamond regime can
be found in Appendix A.
As the coupling between the QD and the superconduct-

ing lead becomes stronger, the QD begins to coherently
exchange electrons with the superconductor. We describe
these processes by supplementing HQD with HSC, which
describes the conventional gapped Bogoliubov excitations
in the superconducting lead, and HT , which describes the
electron tunneling between the superconducting lead and
the QD:

H ¼ HSC þHQD þHT; ð2Þ

HSC ¼
X
kσ

ξkc
þ
kσckσ þ Δ

X
k

ðcþk↑cþ−k↓ þ c−k↓ck↑Þ; ð3Þ

HT ¼
X
kσ

tcþkσdσ þ H:c:; ð4Þ

where cþkσ and ckσ are the electron creation and annihilation
operators in the superconducting lead, ξk is the electron
energy in the absence of the pairing gap Δ, and t is the
tunneling coefficient.
The experimentally observed subgap features can be

readily seen in the one- and two-electron density of states
(DOS) computed within our model (see Appendixes B and
C for details). For the case of strong attractive interactions
(U < −Δ), only the two-electron spectral function has
subgap features. These “X”-shaped features originate in
pair-bound states on the QD and have particle-hole sym-
metry [see Fig. 4(a)]. On the other hand, for the case of
strongly repulsive interactions (U > Δ), only the one-
electron spectral function has subgap features, and these
originate in the ABS [see Fig. 4(b)]. The qualitative
appearance of these subgap features is not sensitive to
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details such as the tunneling strength t or the exact value of
the interaction strength U. By comparing the subgap
spectral function features with the experimental transport
data, we can identify two regimes in the transport data: the
pair-bound state regime and the ABS regime. We therefore
identify the experimentally observed transition in the
character of transport with the change in the sign of
electron-electron interactions on the QD.

IV. MECHANISMS FOR DENSITY-TUNED
INTERACTIONS—LIFSHITZ TRANSITION

AND OTHER ALTERNATIVES

To model the experimentally observed transition from
attractive to repulsive interactions, we extend the QD to 4
levels with the lower 2 levels of attractive character and the
upper 2 levels of repulsive character. The corresponding
one- and two-electron spectral functions [see Fig. 5(b)]
show two distinct regimes: “X”-shaped two-electron fea-
tures at low electron densities on the QD and loop-shaped
features at high electron densities. The simple four-level
QD calculation agrees with the experimental data quite well
[see Fig. 5(a)].
While electron-electron interactions are generally tuned

by the electron density, it is important to consider why the
observed transition from attractive to repulsive interactions
is of such an abrupt function of the electron density. We
suspect that the underlying mechanism is connected to the
Lifshitz transition at the LAO=STO interface. The 2DEG at
interface is formed from the three titanium t2g d electron
bands. Interfacial confinement effects split these d electron
bands into a lower dxy band and higher dxz=dyz bands [33].
Lateral (1D) confinement can create subband structure

but is expected to preserve the underlying orbital
character.
We conjecture that the dxy electrons have attractive

character while the dxz=dyz electrons have repulsive char-
acter. At low electron densities only the dxy levels are
available and, hence, the interactions on the QD are
attractive. At a critical electron density, marked by the
Lifshitz transition point (on the QD), the higher dxz=dyz
bands become available and the interactions on the QD
become repulsive. This interpretation that the lower dxy
band is the cradle of attractive interactions is consistent
with the measurement at the 2D LAO=STO interface,
which shows that the optimal doping for superconductivity
happens at the Liftshitz transition [33]. We note that an
alternative description of phenomena ascribed to the
Lifshitz transition has been presented by Maniv et al.
[34], who ascribe the onset of superconductivity as arising
from population of the dxz=dyz bands and interactions
within those bands that map out the superconducting
dome.
Titanium dxy ferromagnetism has been reported at the 2D

LAO=STO interface [35], which might imply that the dxy
band has repulsive electron-electron interactions. However,
there is evidence from a variety of experiments that dxy
electrons can pass through a mobility edge [36], with the
localized electrons giving rise to moments available for
magnetic ordering, while the latter give rise to other
transport phenomena. Indeed, there are several reports
showing a coexistence of superconducting and ferromag-
netic order [37,38].
We now consider alternative explanations aside from the

Lifshitz transition for the abrupt change in the character of
transport. Abruptly increasing the tunneling matrix element
t (e.g., by gating the barrier between the QD and the
superconducting lead) may seem like a viable candidate for
affecting the ground-state parity [30], but an increase in t
(with increasing Vsg) neither favors an odd parity ground
state nor does it bring down the single-electron states into
the gap, which conflicts with the observation here. A more
workable possibility is to abruptly introduce a large
Zeeman field, in the presence of attractive interactions,
to break the electron pairs on the QD and thus drive a
transition from the two-electron to the one-electron trans-
port regime. However, the only possible origin of such a
Zeeman field is the exchange interaction between electron
spins on the QD and a magnetic impurity spin in a charge
trap. Loading an electron into the charge trap has a large
impact on the transport characteristics [27,39,40], either
giving rise to a sudden “sawtoothlike” diamond if the trap is
in parallel with the QD [40,41] or causing a large insulating
gap independent of the opening and closing of the pairing
gap inside the diamonds if the trap is in series with the QD.
Because these trap signatures are not observed here, it is
highly unlikely that the transition could be attributed to the
transition to the presence of impurity spin.
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V. SIGNATURES OF PREFORMED PAIRS

Thus far, we have discussed our observations of ABS at
the strongly correlated LAO=STO interface. In other
strongly correlated systems like high-Tc cuprates, ABS
is predicted to exist in the pseudogap regime [42]. We now
explore the correlation between ABS and preformed pairs
in LAO=STO by studying the low-magnetic-field depend-
ence of ABS loops. As shown in Figs. 6(a)–6(h), the
amplitude and width (2Δ in V34 direction) of the ABS loops
shrink with increasing magnetic field. This evolution is
more clearly visible by examining the average line cuts in
the range −15 < Vsg < −10 mV [see Fig. 6(i)]. The ABS
peaks are completely suppressed above μ0Hc2 ¼ 0.3 T.
The remaining dip at zero bias is an indication of the
pairing gap at higher fields. At B < μ0Hc2, additional ZBP
features appear inside the loops and carry supercurrent at
Vsg ¼ −20, −15, and −6 mV, where the QD levels align
with the source and drain chemical potentials. These
features are a consequence of coherent pair tunneling
across the QD and are not present in every device. The
extracted pairing energy (for the lead) decreases linearly
with increasing field, with a zero-energy field intercept

Bi ¼ 1.3 T, which is consistent with Bp in the lower Vsg

regime [see Fig. 6(j)].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The sign of the electron-electron interaction at the
LAO=STO interface has a profound influence on the
electron transport in SSET devices. The attractive inter-
action in the low Vsg regime results in electrons tunneling
in pairs even at conditions where superconductivity is
suppressed. Meanwhile, the emergence of single-particle
ABS loops in the high Vsg regime is characteristic of
repulsive electron-electron interactions. This abrupt sign
change of electron-electron interactions, tuned by a single
parameter Vsg, is postulated to be driven by the disconti-
nuity of band structure at the Lifshitz transition.
The nature of superconductivity in STO is still not well

understood, more than 50 years after its discovery. The
observation of tunable electron-electron interactions in
LAO=STO nanostructures provides important insights
into basic mechanisms that lead to electron pairing in
STO. At the same time, the ability to program the sign of
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electron-electron interactions can potentially play a critical
role in solid-state quantum nanodevices and/or simulation.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSPORT IN THE
WELL-DEFINED CONDUCTANCE

DIAMONDS REGIME

In the well-defined conductance diamonds regime, the
strong electron-electron attraction dominates the spectrum
of the QD. Therefore, we treat the electrons on the QD as
being tightly bound into pairs, and low-energy excitations
of the QD correspond to adding or removing an electron
pair from the QD. The effective Hamiltonian for the QD
becomes

HQD ¼ ðCsgVsg − 2neÞ2=CΣ; ðA1Þ

where Csg and CΣ are the effective gate capacitance and
total capacitance for adding electron pairs, and n is the
number of pairs on QD. We model the transport through the
QD using a master equation that describes the hopping of
electron pairs between the leads and the QD. To connect the
QD to the leads, we need the two-electron spectral

functions Að2Þ
1 ðωÞ and Að2Þ

2 ðωÞ in the two superconducting
leads along with the pair distribution functions. We can
split the spectral function in the leads into three contribu-
tions [43]: (1) a peak at ω ¼ 0 corresponding to the pair
condensate (this peak is expected to be significantly
broadened for 1D superconductors, like our leads); (2) a
finite spectral weight for ω < 2Δ corresponding to bound
pairs at finite momentum (i.e., the phase and amplitude
modes); (3) a large spectral weight at ω ≥ 2Δ correspond-
ing to pairs of free propagating particles (either holelike or
electronlike).
Instead of computing the spectral function and the pair

distribution function from first principles, we use a phe-
nomenological model. To account for the fact that the pairs
are made of electrons, we use the Fermi distribution
function nF to model the pair distribution function. We
model the spectral function using the expression

Að2Þ
j ðωÞ ¼ Re

 
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ω2 − ð2ΔjÞ2 þ iγ2j
q !

; ðA2Þ

which has peaks at ω ¼ �2Δ associated with type (3) exci-
tation and a finite weight at 0 ≤ ω < 2Δ associated with
type (1) and (2) excitations.
Consider the Vsg range near the tip of one of the

conductance diamonds where the QD level with nþ 1
pairs becomes degenerate with the QD level with n pairs.
The populations with n and nþ 1 pairs on the QD follow

_cn ¼ −cn
X
j¼1;2

Ajðμj − εÞnFðμj − εÞ

þ cnþ1

X
j¼1;2

Ajðμj − εÞ½1 − nFðμj − εÞ�; ðA3Þ

_cnþ1 ¼ cn
X
j¼1;2

Ajðμj − εÞnFðμj − εÞ

− cnþ1

X
j¼1;2

Ajðμj − εÞ½1 − nFðμj − εÞ�; ðA4Þ

where μ1 ¼ eV34=2 and μ2 ¼ −eV34=2 are the chemical
potentials in the two leads and ε ¼ αðVsg − Vsg0Þ converts
Vsg to energy with the lever arm α and Vsg0 is the
degeneracy point between states with n and nþ 1 pairs
on the QD. The corresponding current is

Iðμ1; μ2; εÞ

¼ Að2Þ
1 ðμ1 − εÞAð2Þ

2 ðμ2 − εÞ½nFðμ1 − εÞ − nFðμ2 − εÞ�
Að2Þ
1 ðμ1 − εÞ þ Að2Þ

2 ðμ2 − εÞ
:

ðA5Þ

dI=dV obtained from this formula is plotted in Fig. 3.

APPENDIX B: SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS

Following Eqs. (2)–(4), we work in the Bogoliubov
quasiparticle representation with ξk ¼ ℏ2k2=ð2m�Þ − EF,
where EF is the Fermi energy and m� is the effective mass
of the electron. The creation and annihilation operators can
be written as

ck↑ ¼ ukγk↑ þ υkγ
þ
k↓; ðB1Þ

c−k↓ ¼ ukγk↓ − υkγ
þ
k↑; ðB2Þ

where uk¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
ð1þðξk=EkÞÞ

q
and υk¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
ð1−ðξk=EkÞÞ

q
.

This brings HSC to the diagonal form,

HSC ¼
X
kσ

Ekγ
þ
kσγkσ; ðB3Þ
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where Ek ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ2 þ ξ2k

q
. Then we can write HT as

HT ¼
X
kjσ

½tjðukγþkσ þ συkγkσ̄Þdjσ þ H:c:�; ðB4Þ

where the tunneling coefficients tj depend on only the QD’s
energy level j.
We then numerically reconstruct the QD’s DOS by

computing the one- and two-electron spectral functions,
which are given by

Að1Þ
j;σðVÞ ¼

X
n

ðjhψnjdjσjψgij2δðEn − Eg − eVÞ

þ jhψnjdþjσjψgij2δðEn − Eg − eVÞ; ðB5Þ

Að2Þ
i;j ðVÞ ¼

X
n

ðjhψnjdi↑dj↓jψgij2δðEn − Eg − eVÞ

þ jhψnjdþi↑dþj↓jψgij2δðEn − Eg − eVÞ; ðB6Þ

where jψgi represents the ground state of the composite
superconductor-QD system and fjψnig the manifold of
excited states, with Eg and fEng being their respective
energies. The QD’s DOS is then given by

NQDðVÞ ¼
X
j;σ

Að1Þ
j;σ ðVÞ þ

X
i;j

Að2Þ
i;j ðVÞ: ðB7Þ

In the calculations of this work, we account for broad-
ening effects by replacing the delta functions in Eqs. (A5)
and (B1) for (unity normalized) Lorentzians with width Γ
of the form

δðEe − Eg − eVÞ → Γ=ð2πÞ
ðEe − Eg − eVÞ2 þ ðΓ=2Þ2 : ðB8Þ

APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL CALCULATION
OF THE DOS

In tunnel experiments, one can typically express the
tunneling current in terms of the spectral functions. In
particular, if the DOS of the tunneling probe can be
assumed to be approximately constant, one can show that
to lowest order in the tunneling [44]

dI
dV

∝
X
j;σ

Að1Þ
j;σð−eVÞ; ðC1Þ

which allows for a direct mapping between the one-electron
DOS of the device and the measured dI=dV.
We numerically reconstruct the QD’s DOS by diagonal-

izing the model Hamiltonian as a function of chemical
potential μðVsgÞ to compute the one- and two-electron
spectral functions, as instructed by Eq. (B7). We first

consider the superconductor’s quasiparticle modes in the
continuum limit, so that

HSC ¼
X
σ

Z
∞

Δ
dEγ†σðEÞEγσðEÞ; ðC2Þ

HT ¼
X
j;σ

tj

Z
∞

Δ
dEgðEÞ½uðEÞγ†σðEÞ þ σvðEÞγσ̄ðEÞ�dj;σ

þ H:c:; ðC3Þ

where γσðEÞ ¼ gðEÞγkσ and

gðEÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L
2π

dk
dE

r
¼
�
L
2π

ffiffiffiffi
m

pffiffiffi
2

p
ℏ

E

ðE2 − Δ2Þ3=4
�

1=2

; ðC4Þ

with L being the length of the superconducting wire.
We then discretize the energy integrals and the energy-
dependent quasiparticle operators into M effective modes
according to Z

Eiþ1

Ei

dEfðEÞ ≅ εfðEiþ1=2Þ; ðC5Þ

γσðEiþ1=2Þ ¼ γiσ=
ffiffiffi
ε

p
; ðC6Þ

where

ε ¼ Ec − Δ

M
ðC7Þ

is the energy spacing between two consecutive quasipar-
ticle levels, defined in terms of an energy cutoff Ecut.
Putting these results together gives the final form of the
discretized superconductor and tunneling Hamiltonians,

HSC ¼
X
σ

XM
i¼1

Eiþ1=2γ
†
iσγiσ; ðC8Þ

HT ¼
X
j;σ

XM
i¼1

τij½uðEiþ1=2Þγ†iσ þ σvðEiþ1=2Þγiσ̄�dj;σ

þ H:c:; ðC9Þ

where

τij ¼ tj
ffiffiffi
ε

p
gðEiþ1=2Þ

¼ ~tj

�
εEiþ1=2=Δ2

ðE2
iþ1=2=Δ

2 − 1Þ3=4
�

1=2

; ðC10Þ

with

~tj ¼ tj

�
L
2π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mΔ

p ffiffiffi
2

p
ℏ

�1=2

; ðC11Þ
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which we treat as a free parameter. Other free parameters
include the QD’s energies εjσ and the interaction coef-
ficients Uij, which we adjust in order to reproduce the
subgap features in the observed dI=dV characteristics
shown in Fig. 4(a). We use the experimental estimate of
Δ¼ 48 μeV for the superconducting gap (at Vsg¼−40mV)
and assume a linear relationship between Vsg and μ,
phenomenologically found to be approximately given by
μ ≅ eVsg=20. The calculated DOS is shown in Fig. 4(b).
This simulation is for a four-level QD, with two levels lying
within each band, with electrons in band 1 being strongly
attracting (U1 < 0) and in band 2 repulsive (U2 > 0). We
also allow for interband interactions (U12 ≠ 0). To make
this calculation numerically tractable, we reduce the size of
the Hilbert space of the SC to the one- and the two-
quasiparticle sectors, with the latter being restricted to the
subspace of two-quasiparticle states of opposite spins. In
addition, we further reduce the size of the total Hamiltonian
matrix by considering only the coupling between states
whose overall energies lie within the energy window set by
the energy cutoff Ecut ¼ 6Δ. The broadening of resonance
lines is qualitatively captured by replacing the delta
functions by Lorentzians in the spectral functions and by
adjusting the width Γ.

APPENDIX D: RCSJ MODEL

At sufficiently high Vsg values (Vsg > −10 mV), the two
barriers become transparent and coherent Josephson trans-
port becomes dominant. The I-V curves can be well fitted
by the extended resistively and capacitively shunted junc-
tion (RCSJ) model [31,32]. We take into account the lead
resistance RL (of wire sections from the barriers to lead 3

and 4) and shunt resistance RJ of the QD [Fig. 7]. The I-V
curve takes the following form:

IðV34Þ ¼
�
IcIm

�
I1−iηðIcℏ=2ekBTÞ
I−iηðIcℏ=2ekBTÞ

�
þ V34

RJ

�
RJ

RJ þ RL
;

ðD1Þ

where η ¼ ℏV34=2eRkBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
and IαðxÞ is the modified Bessel function of complex order
α. The extracted critical current Ic ¼ 2.8 nA (at) is larger
than the switch Vsg ¼ 0 mV current Is ¼ 2.8 nA.
Theoretically, the maximum of critical current Icmax has
a simple relation with Δ in the strong-coupling regime,
Icmax ¼ 2πΔe=h, by assuming equal coupling strength of
two barriers, where h is the Planck constant [45]. Taking
Δ ¼ 48 μeV, the calculated Icmax ¼ 11.7 nA is about 4
times the measured result. This is in fact in excellent
agreement considering that only a room-temperature micro-
wave (rf) filter is used in the experiment, as electromagnetic
radiation is the major reason for this discrepancy.
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